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Wavelength-resolved stimulated photon echoes: Direct observation
of ultrafast intramolecular vibrational contributions to electronic dephasing

Lewis D. Book and Norbert F. Scherera)

Department of Chemistry, The James Franck Institute and the Institute for Biophysical Dynamics,
5735 South Ellis Avenue, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637

~Received 22 December 1998; accepted 13 May 1999!

Novel wavelength-resolved stimulated photon echo measurements on a dye molecule in solution are
presented. Data are simulated within the multimode Brownian oscillator model using the spectral
density of de Boeijet al. @J. Phys. Chem.100, 11806~1996!# for the same solute–solvent system.
For photon echo population times,50 fs there are considerable differences between the measured
and calculated data. Aided by further simulations, we conclude that these discrepancies result from
dephasing dynamics of high frequency intramolecular vibrational modes not included in the
previously derived spectral density. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!51427-X#
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A central problem in the study of chemical reactivity
condensed phase environments is the determination of
colored noise spectrum that describes the fluctuating inte
tions between a chromophore and its surrounding ‘‘bath1

In recent years, femtosecond photon echo spectroscopy
been widely employed to investigate chromophore-bath
namics in solutions2–4 and other condensed pha
environments.5,6 Photon echoes and other nonlinear opti
spectroscopies have often been interpreted within the m
mode Brownian oscillator model.7 In this theory, a
chromophore-solvent system is modeled as a two-level e
tronic system linearly coupled to a bath of harmonic osci
tors corresponding to both chromophore and solvent nuc
degrees of freedom.

A key component of the Brownian oscillator model
the correlation functionM (t) for the energy gap between th
two electronic levels, defined as7

M ~ t !5
^Dveg~0!Dveg~ t !&

^Dveg
2 &

, ~1!

where Dveg is the bath-induced fluctuation of a chro
mophore’s transition frequency away from the avera
^veg&. There is a direct relationship between a system
M (t) and its spectral density.7 All resonant linear and non
linear optical response functions can be calculated w
knowledge of this correlation function and two static co
pling parameters. BecauseM (t) contains considerable infor
mation about the dynamics of a chromophore-solvent s
tem, and because its relationship to experimental observa
is well-defined, considerable effort has been expended
determiningM (t) for a wide range of systems.3–6

Among the highest quality energy gap correlation fun
tions available are those determined by de Boeijet al. for the
dye molecule DTTCI ~3,38-diethylthiatricarbocyanine io-
dide! in ethylene glycol, methanol, and acetonitri
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solutions.3 TheseM (t)’s provide good fits to several inde
pendent measurements: three-pulse stimulated photon e
time-gated photon echo, and transient grating data, as we
portions of the linear absorption and emission spectra.
interesting feature of these correlation functions is that th
contain an initial rapidly decaying component that causes
correlation function to decay to about half of its initial valu
in about 30 fs. This ultrafast loss of correlation was attr
uted to ‘‘a free induction-like decay produced by excitati
of vibrational structure across the whole absorption band3

A large molecule like DTTCI has a near-continuum of vibr
tional states at higher vibrational energies, many of wh
will be coupled~if only weakly! to the molecule’s electronic
transitions. It seems reasonable that these modes w
manifest themselves as a rapid decay in the initial depha
dynamics of the chromophore following excitation with
broadband optical pulse. This assignment has not yet b
firmly established because it has not has been possibl
obtain direct information on the mechanism for such f
dynamics~nearly equal to the pulse width!.

This letter presents experimental and calcula
wavelength-resolved stimulated photon echo~WRSPE! sig-
nals for DTTCI in methanol. The experimental data provi
direct evidence that the initial dephasing dynamics of t
system include a significant component due to a collection
states that lie above the chromophore’s 0–0 transition,
intramolecular vibrational modes. Calculations are presen
that show that the correlation function of de Boeijet al.3

does not capture these dynamics. This is attributed to the
that theirM (t) only explicitly includes a few high frequenc
modes with relatively long dephasing times. We argue tha
will be necessary to model more accurately both the sp
trum of high frequency modes coupled to the optical exc
tion and the mechanism that dephases them in order to
count for our experimental measurements.

The third-order electronic polarization that induces t
photon echo signal is given by7
il:
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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P(3)~ t,T12,T23!}E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1 E1* ~ t2t32t22t1!

3E2~ t2t32t2!E3~ t2t3!R(3)~ t3 ,t2 ,t1!,

~2!

where E1 , E2 , and E3 are the electric fields of the thre
applied pulses,T12 andT23 are the time delays between th
first and second, and second and third pulses, respecti
and R(3) is the third-order nonlinear optical response fun
tion. In the rotating wave approximation~valid in electroni-
cally resonant measurements!, R(3) is the sum of 16 Feyn-
man diagram pathways in the Liouville space density ma
formalism.7 For a stimulated photon echo measurement,
coherence timeT12 is scanned for a fixed population tim
T23. The detected signal at a given set ofT12 andT23 times
is the modulus square ofP(3) integrated over all timet.
Hence, knowledge of the temporal shape of the nonlin
polarization is lost. This information can be recovered in
time-gated photon echo~TGPE! measurement, where th
third-order polarization is up-converted in a noncentrosy
metric crystal with a reference or ‘‘gating’’ pulse.8 Assuming
a delta-function gating pulsed(t2tg), the TGPE signal is

STGPE~ tg ,T23,T12!}uP(3)~ tg ,T23,T12!u2. ~3!

The TGPE thus measures the intensity profile of the pho
echo polarization. Given a constant value ofT23, the inten-
sity of this polarization evolves rapidly as a function ofT12

and is therefore very sensitive to short-time dynamics. U
fortunately, this measurement is difficult to implement e
perimentally because it requires the rather weak echo si
to be used as an input beam in a sum–frequency mix
process.8

Another possible way to obtain information about t
photon echo polarization that avoids an up-conversion ste
to spectrally disperse the signal with a monochromator
detect it as a function of wavelength rather than time. Fo
monochomator with a spectral response ofd(l2lD), the
WRSPE signal is given by

SWRSPE~lD ,T23,T12!}S 2pc

lD
D 2

uP(3)~lD ,T23,T12!u2, ~4!

wherelD is the detection wavelength andc is the speed of
light. Wegener and co-workers recently used this type
measurement to investigate exciton dynamics in GaA9

While the TGPE and the WRSPE arise from the same n
linear polarization, they cannot be analytically related
each other by Fourier transformation. This is because
modulus squaring that occurs in both measurements re
in the loss of phase information in both the time and wa
length domains. Heterodyne-detected photon echo meth
bridge this gap but are considerably more involved.10

The ultrafast pulses used in the present measurem
were produced by a home-built, cavity-dumped Ti:sapph
laser11 operating at 16 kHz that produces nearly chirp-fr
pulses of 14 fs~Gaussian FWHM! duration centered at 79
nm. The output of this laser was split into three portions a
each of the resulting beams (;4 nJ/pulse! was sent down
variable~beamsE1 andE3) or fixed (E2) optical delay lines
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prior to being focused into the sample. The sample~peak
optical density of 0.25! was contained in a 500mm path-
length spinning cell. For a given WRSPE measurement,
T23 time was fixed by setting the path length of theE3 beam
to the appropriate delay and scanning theT12 time from270
to 100 fs. The stimulated photon echo signal in the pha
matchedks5k31k22k1 direction was sent through a 1/8-m
monochromator~4 nm bandpass! and individual spectral
components were detected with an avalanche photodiod
detailed description of the experimental setup will be giv
in a forthcoming paper.12

Figure 1 shows the measured absorption spectrum
the DTTCI/methanol solution, the absorption spectrum c
culated from the parameters given in Ref. 3, an absorp
spectrum calculated as described below, the measured
rescence spectrum of this solution, and the laser spect
used in the photon echo experiments. Contour plots
WRSPE signals from the solution are shown in Figs. 2~a!–
2~c! for T23 values of 0, 30, and 250 fs. The first observati
to be made is that the signal evolves from an irregular sh
at T2350 fs to a nearly elliptical shape byT235250 fs. The
most prominent change from one plot to another is that
short wavelength ‘‘tail’’ that protrudes from theT2350 fs
signal decays rapidly with increasingT23 time; the outermost
contour~5% of signal maximum! extends below 730 nm a
T2350 fs and reaches only 740 nm byT23530 fs. By T23

550 fs ~not shown! this tail feature has almost complete
disappeared.

Plots in Figs. 2~d!–2~f! show simulated WRSPE signa
that correspond to the experimental data of Figs. 2~a!–2~c!.
These plots were calculated numerically using Eqs.~2! and
~4! using theM (t) and coupling constants reported for th
DTTCI/methanol solution.3 Like the experimental signal, the
simulated one transforms from an irregular shape atT2350
to a near-perfect ellipse byT235250 fs. For wavelengths
greater than 760 nm there are similarities between the m
sured and calculated signals; theT235250 fs results are in
fact in fairly good agreement throughout the detected sp
tral range. However, the calculated WRSPEs lack the

FIG. 1. Measured absorption spectrum of DTTCI in methanol, absorp
spectrum calculated with the parameters given in Ref. 3, absorption s
trum calculated as described in the text, measured fluorescence spec
and the spectrum of the ultrafast pulses used in photon echo measure
described in the text. The fluorescence spectrum is corrected for solu
reabsorption.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tinctive feature below 760 nm present in the experimen
data forT2350 and 30 fs.

The presence of a short-time feature in the measu
WRSPE signals that is not predicted by the calculations
be explained by two possibilities. Either the experimen
data contains contributions from sources other than tha
the resonant third-order response of the solution, or the s
tral density modeling the system does not adequately re
its true optical response. One source of artifacts in the
perimental signals could be contributions from fifth-ord
effects.13 This is ruled out by power dependent measu
ments where the same results are obtained when the
pulse energy was varied by a factor of four. Another pos
bility is that a nonresonant contribution from the solvent
detected along with the signal from the chromophore. T
much weaker third-order signal from neat methanol can
detected from below 700 nm to above 900 nm, reflecting
bandwidth of the optical pulses.12 If the tail features in Fig. 2
were due to the solvent, a comparably sized signal would
seen at wavelengths greater than 830 nm. Because this i
observed, and because the WRSPE and solvent scatt
signals are differently shaped, we conclude that the nonr
nant response from the solvent is negligible. Chirped pu
can induce unusual effects in ultrafast optical signals aro
the zero of time.14 However, unrealistically large amounts o
chirp are required in the calculations in order to produ
signals that even remotely resemble the experimental d
Since the pulses used in the experiments are nearly ch

FIG. 2. ~a!–~c! Experimental wavelength-resolved stimulated photon e
signals of DTTCI/methanol for theT23 times 0, 30, and 250 fs, respectively
~d!–~f! Calculated signals corresponding to the experimental data prese
in ~a!–~c!. The response function needed to calculate these signals
determined from theM (t) correlation function and other parameters giv
in Ref 3. ~g!–~i! Calculated signals as in~d!–~f! but with M (t) modified as
explained in the text. The peak value of each plot in this figure is normal
to one. The value of the signal at the outermost contour is 0.05. The val
each successively inner contour increases by 0.15.
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free, as established by transient-grating frequency-reso
optical gating measurements,12,15 this explanation can be
ruled out.

As noted above, in the WRSPE forT2350 fs @Fig. 2~a!#
a portion of the signal (l,760 nm! that is centered nearly a
T1250 fs decays away rapidly asT23 is increased, i.e., by
T23550 fs. A relaxation time of this magnitude~tens of fem-
toseconds! is much too fast to be due to conventional solv
tion dynamics for such a weakly solvating system.16 A
dephasing mechanism operative on this time scale wo
likely involve the intramolecular vibrational modes o
DTTCI. Because the bandwidth of the optical pulses used
the present measurements exceeds 1000 cm21, a consider-
able range of vibrational frequencies may be excited in
both the ground and excited states of the chromophore
resonance Raman-type processes and linear electron–nu
coupling, respectively.17 Although a resonance Raman spe
trum of DTTCI is not available, such data from other ca
bocyanine dyes indicate that the electronic transitions
these chromophores are coupled to a broad band of nuc
modes, especially at frequencies greater than;700 cm21.18

Following impulsive optical excitation, this quasicontinuu
of vibrational modes could induce very rapid electron
dephasing due to the effect of superposing a large numbe
oscillators with a wide range of incommensurate frequenc
This superposition could result in a very rapid initial loss
correlation.

Ultrafast dephasing processes involving high frequen
vibrational modes are not directly accounted for in the c
relation function of de Boeijet al.3 Instead, they are modele
by the inclusion of a rapidly decaying Gaussian compon
~time constant of 14 fs! in M (t). While this function was
sufficient to model wavelength-integrated photon echoes
predicts an absorption spectrum that falls off too quickly
its blue edge compared to the experimental spectrum~Ref. 3
and Fig. 1!. This is due to the fact that this spectral dens
contains insufficient vibronic coupling at shorter wav
lengths. This is also a likely explanation for the discrepa
cies between this model and our wavelength-resolved m
surements, which occur most prominently in the shor
wavelength region of the spectrum.

As a first attempt to take into account the influence o
dense manifold of high frequency vibrational modes on o
WRSPE’s, we have modified the previously deriv
M (t).The ultrafast Gausssian component was removed
replaced with a quasicontinuum of 640 Brownian oscillato
with frequencies ranging from 0 to 2000 cm21 equally
spaced with intervals of 3.125 cm21. The coupling param-
eterl(v) for each mode of frequencyv was determined by
the expression l0 exp@2(v2v0)

2/2s2#, where l051.2
cm21, v051300 cm21, and s5636 cm21. This form for
l(v) crudely accounts for the fact that the density of sta
rises steeply as a function of vibrational energy while t
Franck–Condon factors fall off sharply for an electron
transition that is coupled to an increasingly greater chang
vibrational quantum number.19 Addition of these modes pro
vides an improved fit to the higher energy side of the abso
tion spectrum~Fig. 1!. A resonance Raman spectrum wou
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provide a better constraint on the choice of parameter20

Calculated WRSPE signals using this newM (t) are shown
in Figs. 2~g!–2~i! for T2350, 30, and 250 fs. Comparing Fig
2~g! to 2~a! and 2~d!, it can be seen that the vibration
manifold improves the fit between simulation and expe
ment for wavelengths below 760 nm, although the cor
spondence is still somewhat unsatisfactory. The new mo
have small but noticeable effects at largerT23 times. Simu-
lations with equal displacements for all modes or with le
than 100 modes gave inferior results to those shown her

It is appropriate to consider another possible interpre
tion of our experimental data. The ultrafast decay of the s
nal below 760 nm in Fig. 2~a! could be due to vibrationa
population relaxation and redistribution to lower energy le
els through anharmonic couplings of the initially excit
states to the whole range nuclear states of the chromop
and perhaps strongly coupled solvent molecules. This p
cess would be analogous to picosecond intramolec
vibrational-energy redistribution~IVR! observed by Felker
and Zewail in ultracold, isolated large molecules.21 Because
the bandwidth of the pulses employed in the present m
surements is broader by three orders-of-magnitude, a co
spondingly broader distribution of states can be acces
resulting in correspondingly faster wavepacket dephas
and perhaps also dissipation. While it has not been de
tively established, several groups have indirectly infer
IVR time scales for large organic dye molecules~similar to
DTTCI! in solution of a few tens of femtoseconds
less.14,22–24Simulation of such dynamics would require th
use of a model that includes vibrational populati
relaxation,25,26 which is not taken into account in the sta
dard Brownian oscillator model.

Other effects not included in the Brownian oscillat
model may be important.27 For example, there are indica
tions that DTTCIsS0 andS1 potential surfaces may be sig
nificantly different. This is suggested by the fact that t
absorption and emission spectra do not exhibit mir
symmetry.28 Also, this condition might explain why theT23

50 fs simulations@Figs. 2~d!, 2~g!# overestimate the WR
SPE signal at wavelengths greater than 820 nm.12

In conclusion, it has been shown that by wavelen
resolving the stimulated photon echo signal for a dye m
ecule in solution short-time dynamics are observed that
not apparent in time-gated or other wavelength-integra
photon echoes. In conjunction with simulations, these m
surements indicate the importance of properly conside
the complete range nuclear motion involved in the init
electronic dephasing dynamics of a chromophore-bath
tem. Obtaining quantitative agreement between experim
and calculation may require relaxing approximations usu
made when employing the multimode Brownian oscilla
model.
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